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Our USP
MTMC Medi-Info Pvt Ltd's motto is “We don't try to sell, We only tell”. It is a one-stop global 

healthcare agreegator based platform that will allow the user to have complete and 

unbiased information to make their decision with his own choice and budget. 

We truly empowers our Patient and gives them an experience of contentment and self-respect.

MTMC is aiming to be the world's leading online 

choice of Medical Treatment solution provider 

which shall leverage technological competence to 

provide cost effective treatment solutions for our 

patients and healthcare service providers aimed 

at a memorable patient experience back home

Our Vision
MTMC mission is to empower the international & 

domestic patients by giving them a technology 

based global agreegator platform through which 

they can compare and make an intelligent choice 

for their various treatment needs along with travel 

and accommodation as a single booking counter

Our Mission

Empowering the user in personal choices and decision making process by comparing 
multiple internationally accredited Hospitals with their offerings

Authentic and relevant Information on a single platform (MTMCGLOBAL) with 

comparative analysis, independent rating, referrals and recommendations

Complete tour itinerary and budget could be decided before undertaking the tour and 

without the hassle of running around during the stay or being duped by someone

Patient can book a Video consultation with the Doctors prior to booking

Single gateway to book Hospital Procedures, Flights and Hotels

Within the shortest possible time, a person in need of treatment receives an answer to  

 three important questions:

1. In which Hospitals do I get the most optimal treatment program for my diseases ?

2. How much will the cost of treatment be ?

3. In what terms is the treatment possible ?
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